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Abstract
This paper presents an investigation into methods in sinusoidal
coding methods for use in concatenative speech synthesis. The
sinusoidal class of coders gives highly parametric representa-
tions for waveforms, and is especially applicable when there is
some periodicity in the signal. This is typical of voiced speech.
The parametric nature of this class of encoding methods allows
for simple modification of waveforms, and provides compact
information for deriving other attributes of the waveform, such
as pitch and degree of voicing.

A very accurate pitch determination method and some
preliminary results in encoding speech in the unit selection
database are presented. The encoding largely follows that of
the Harmonics plus Noise Model (HNM). The problem of han-
dling non-harmonic components in a clean way remains to be
solved.

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

The trend in high quality speech synthesis is toward general
unit selection. A unit selection synthesiser contains a database
of large amounts of speech, labelled with respect to their pho-
netic, prosodic and even linguistic content. Efficient search al-
gorithms then select units of predetermined or varying size to
concatenate in order to build up an utterance. When working
with sufficiently large databases one might expect that anything
needed would be contained in the database. Large amounts of
labour is required to record and label the recorded data.

Constraining these to limited content brings one to Lim-
ited Domain Synthesis (LDOM), one approach being that of
[1, 2, 3]. Here a synthesiser is tailored to a specific task, such as
reading out simple and consistently structured phrases, eg. the
time of day, the date or telephone numbers. In case of telephone
numbers, the database contains some example phone numbers,
covering as many prosodic, rhythmic and coarticulative effects
as possible. When care is taken to record all the necessary in-
stances of units, far fewer recordings need be made than would
be required for simple playback. The subtleties of reading out
telephone numbers are explicit in the data. Context is the ma-
jor deciding factor in selecting candidate units for building the
utterance. Acoustic join costs are then used to select from the
candidate units. Very natural sounding speech can be synthe-
sised for specific applications in this way, and it is more flexible
than simple word concatenation.

However, a small database would not allow one to add new
names of places, for example. Instead the would require record-
ing and labelling new utterances by the same person from whom
the original database was gathered. When the system has to say

new things, it can fail spectacularly. The system implicitly re-
lies on attributes implicit in the recorded data, barring phonetic
context, it has no knowledge about its data. It also lacks the
ability to modify the data in the database to suit the situation.

To give an example, the database might contain the name
of a city recorded at the end of a question. In English, this af-
fects the pitch contour: the last syllable would be raised. One
could record the name of the city in every possible context.
This would result in prohibitive requirements on the amount of
recording. A solution is to modify the pitch contours of specific
words to better suit the situation.

1.2. Sinusoidal Modelling

Several methods that modify pitch and duration in speech exist.
Examples are

� TD-PSOLA, which modifies the waveform in the time
domain. Although very high quality can be obtained
from PSOLA, it provides no way for smoothing the con-
catenation boundaries.

� RELP uses the linear prediction residual, also modified
in the time domain, to excite a time varying linear pre-
diction filter. Interpolation of the linear prediction pa-
rameters, most commonly in the form of Line Spectral
Pairs (LSFs) allows for spectral smoothing at concatena-
tion points.

A relatively new trend comes in the form of sinusoidal coders.
A common model of speech production states that speech

is the product of excitation passed through a time-varying filter.
The excitation varies from very nearly harmonic to coloured
noise. The harmonic component stems from vibrations in the
glottis, and its presence can be viewed as a binary decision, ie.
a section of speech is classified as either voiced or not. Varying
degrees of coloured noise are added to this periodic signal, and
passed through the vocal tract filter.

To a fair approximation the excitation provides the fine de-
tail in the spectrum, while the vocal tract results in the shape
of the envelope of the spectrum. More specifically, the excita-
tion contains the pitch and energy, while the vocal tract shapes
the formants. This allows the two contributions to speech to be
readily separated. They can then be manipulated separately to
achieve different effects. The evolution through time of both
components are kept in step when duration is modified. When
scaling pitch, the harmonics are spaced further out, but their
amplitudes are kept “under the same roof”.

Figure 1 shows such a spectrum, the harmonically spaced
components from the glottal part of the excitation are clear, as is
the higher frequency noise spectrum. The shape of the envelope
due to the vocal tract is also shown.
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Figure 1: top: Mixed excitation waveform. bottom: Spectrum
with envelope superimposed

A very accurate representation of the harmonic parts of
speech is obtained by the slowly varying sinusoidal compo-
nents. The noise components result in more quickly changing
sinusoids. In most approaches the noise part is handled sepa-
rately from the harmonic part.

In either case, a set of parameters describing both the har-
monics and the noise is obtained. The nature of these param-
eters allows easy modification of the vocal tract and excitation
effects. The parametric nature of the encoding allows for easy
modification of prosody and even “softer” effects like effort
of articulation and breathiness of voiced segments. Some for-
mulations allow error-prone pitch synchronous methods to be
avoided.

Section 2 gives an overview of the major trends in sinu-
soidal models for speech synthesis. Section 2.1 and Section 2.3
discuss variations of the model in some qualitative depth, in or-
der to justify some of the choices made in Section 4. Section 4
motivates the direction that is being taken in the AST Project’s
[4] synthesiser, and discusses some explorations into more prac-
tical issues when implementing sinusoidal models. Section 5
concludes the discussion.

2. Overview of Sinusoidal Modelling
Techniques

2.1. McAulay & Quatieri

McAulay and Quatieri published some of the pioneering
work in applying sinusoidal modelling of signals to speech
processing[5]. as well as work in speech modification [6, 7],
coding and enhancement [8]. Several enhancements to their
original work were made in subsequent publications. In essence
the model is represented by Equation ??.

��������� 	�
 ���� �����
� ��������������� � ������� (1)

2.1.1. Parameter Estimation

Their approach starts by taking the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of overlapping frames of speech. The frame length is
at least four times the longest expected pitch period to obtain

Figure 2: A small section of a narrow band spectrogram, with
all the positive peaks highlighted by black lines. Time goes from
left to right, with frequency increasing from the bottom upwards.
They clearly show “lifetimes” longer than one frame in the har-
monic region.

sufficient spectral resolution. The frames are windowed, and
then zero-padded to a fixed length, typically a power of two.
Windowing the analysis frames reduces energy leakage which
produces spurious peaks in the DFT. Zero-padding effectively
interpolates the spectrum so that peaks may be located more
accurately, as well as allowing efficient FFT algorithms

Next, all positive peaks are picked out from the power spec-
trum obtained from this DFT. The instantaneous frequency ���� ,
amplitude � �

�
and phase  !�� at frame " of the # th peak are

recorded as a sinusoidal component.

After the initial estimation step the components in each
frame are associated with their counterparts in adjacent frames.
A birth-death frequency tracker joins the sinusoids, joining sine
waves into longer single frequency tracks with changing fre-
quencies. An intuitive motivation for this can be found from
looking at the narrow band spectrogram in Figure 2. Periodic
parts clearly show up as harmonically spaced peaks, tracing out
relative long frequency tracks. Other peaks don’t last as long,
and while some are due to noise components in speech, oth-
ers, especially those in between the harmonic frequencies, are
produced by side bands of the windowing function.

2.1.2. Separating Excitation and Vocal Tract Contributions

The sinusoidal model as described here requires that the excita-
tion parameters be separated from the contribution of the vocal
tract. Under the assumption that the vocal tract system response
is minimum-phase, the magnitude and phase of the system re-
sponse can be estimated by homomorphic filtering. This is done
by liftering the real cepstrum, which is calculated from the mag-
nitude response in each frame. The " �%$ magnitude system re-
sponse and the system phase form a Hilbert transform pair, al-
lowing the phase to be uniquely determined.

2.1.3. Synthesis

The sinusoidal model interpolates the measurements. Let # de-
note the peak number, then the sinusoidal model is represented
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where �

� ����� , � � ����� ,  � are the excitation amplitude, instan-
taneous phase and phase offset, respectively. The functions
�

� ����� and 	

� ����� represent the vocal tract magnitude and phase
response.

The magnitude functions are all considered to be slowly
varying with respect to the frame rate. The vocal tract phase,
being the Hilbert transform of the logarithm of the vocal tract
magnitude, is also slowly varying. Linear interpolation is there-
fore sufficient to calculate the instantaneous values.

The function �

� ����� represents the instantaneous phase of
the sinusoid, and must be smoothed and unwrapped in time.
Refer to [9, 5] for detail.

Duration modification can be done by warping the time in
all the time dependent functions. Pitch modification requires
the warping of the phase functions, keeping excitation and vocal
tract amplitudes, and vocal tract phase the same.

2.1.4. Comments

The periodic component of the speech is represented by long,
almost harmonic frequency tracks and short lived, rapidly
changing tracks build up the coloured and time modulated noise
components of speech. This formulation treats both types the
same way when modifying speech. This has two important ef-
fects when time or pitch scaling:

� Since the tracks are stretched when doing duration
change, the noise components take on a tonal quality.
This problem can be avoided to some extent by sim-
ply not scaling voiceless segments as much as as voiced
frames.

� Phase coherence among the nearly harmonic tracks is ig-
nored. This results in a reverberant quality when raising
pitch. Later extensions by McAulay and Quatieri solve
this by taking the locations of constructive interference
among the sine waves into account, and making small
adjustments in the phase offset term 

�
from frame to

frame.

2.2. Analysis-by-Synthesis/Overlap-Add (ABS/OLA)

A sinusoidal model using different analysis and synthesis pro-
cedures was proposed by George and Smith [10]. They use an
iterative analysis by synthesis procedure to estimate the values
for the sinusoidal model. At each step the algorithm searches
for a sinusoid that will minimize the mean squared error be-
tween the original signal and one synthesised from parameters
estimate in previous steps. Synthesis uses a an inverse FFT and
overlap-add method.

The major features of this approach is that the ABS algo-
rithm provides better estimates of the sinusoidal components in
a signal than the peak picking method; the mean squared er-
ror in re-synthesised signals is lower. Synthesis is much more

computationally efficient than in the McAulay and Quatieri ap-
proach, thanks to the FFT based algorithm. Analysis is much
slower.

For high-fidelity musical voice manipulations ABS/OLA
has been shown to produce excellent results.

2.3. Harmonics plus Noise Model (HNM)

Many newer methods attempt to simplify the general sinusoidal
model by making the harmonic nature of the signal explicit in
the model [11, 9], and managing noise components in various
ways. A harmonic relationship is presupposed, and parameters
then estimated from the DFT accordingly. This makes shape
invariant modification simpler in some cases, but also degener-
ates quality in some. One of the most evolved approaches is that
from researchers at AT&T. What follows is an overview of the
method by Stylianou [12], referred to as HNM.

2.3.1. Analysis

A fundamental principle underlying HNM, is the introduction
of the concept of maximum voiced frequency, which is esti-
mated for each frame. In voiced and mixed voiced/unvoiced
frames harmonic components can only be discerned to up to
a certain frequency. The higher frequency components are re-
garded as noise.

Analysis in HNM starts with an FFT. Pitch is estimated by
searching for a pitch value ��� that minimises an error function.
The search is conducted only over a specified range of frequen-
cies. The estimate is sufficient for the following analysis step,
but is refined after.

The next step involves a heuristic to find the harmonic
peaks. The usual peak picking method is used to extract fre-
quancies and amplitudes. Then the range ���������� ���� � is searched
for the largest sinusoid, with frequency ��� . This is then com-
pared with the other components in the search range, and a de-
cision is made as to whether it voiced, ie. a harmonic. After
the frequency range is run through, the highest harmonic com-
ponent defines the maximum voiced frequency for that frame.
The ratio of energy in the harmonic and noise components is
used for a voiced/unvoiced decision. The frame is then high-
pass filtered, and the noise encoded using 2ms frames and LPC
parameters, including gain.

The pitch estimate is then refined by minimising the mean
square difference between the spotted harmonics and multiples
of the estimated pitch.

The sinusoidal parameters are estimated next, using a least
squares solution. The matrix set up for this problem is Toeplitz,
and can therefore be solved using fast algorithms.

Stylianou introduced the center of gravity method for
speech frames, in order to reference the phase parameters at a
constant place during the frame for synthesis. The location of
the center of gravity is used in ensuring phase continuity from
frame to frame in synthesis.

2.3.2. Synthesis

Synthesis in HNM is performed in an overlap/add fashion. The
overlapping windows are centered on the frame center of grav-
ity to ensuring phase coherence. The “cross-fade” that results
from the window function results in a slowly adjusted phase be-
tween components from pitch period to pitch period. Note that
although synthesis is performed in a pitch synchronous way, an
explicit measurement of the glottal closure instants never needs
to be made during analysis.



The noise component measured during analysis is gener-
ated by passing Gaussian white noise through the LP filter, and
time-modulated using the power measured in each of the 2ms
frames used during analysis. This ensures pitch synchronous
modulation of noise. (See Section 4.)

Duration modification of speech segments simply requires
an interpolation of the slowly varying parameters. Pitch shifting
requires the envelope to remain the same, and the harmonics to
move up or down by the scaling factor. The maximum voicing
frequency is not adjusted, which means that harmonics are ei-
ther thrown out, or new ones must be derived from the spectrum
of the original frame.

2.3.3. Comments
� There is no need for cubic interpolation of the phases in

HNM, removing some of the complexities of synthesis.
� As yet, HNM specifies no method to explicitly modify

the spectrum envelope in order to do spectral smoothing
at concatenation points.

� The binary voiced/unvoiced decision done on speech
frames allows for errors which grossly affect quality.

� Spectral continuity is a different problem. HNM makes
no provision for the separate handling of vocal tract
and excitation parameters, making continuity in the fre-
quency domain more difficult to achieve. In the stan-
dard model amplitudes are simply interpolated between
the two sides of the join. HNM extended to modify the
vocal tract explicitly will add the freedom to later build
more general diphones into the LDOM methodology to
cater for unknown words.

3. Offline Pitch Tracking using Sinusoidal
Model Parameters

Several methods to perform pitch tracking from sinusoidal mod-
els have been proposed: Chazan [13], as part of the analysis step
in HNM [12] and one by McAulay and Quatieri themselves,
among others.

Chazan [13] mentions a spectral comb to perform pitch
tracking. An algorithm is presented here that is reminiscent of
that idea. The output of this algorithm is very well suited to
applying a Viterbi search to find the best pitch contour.

3.1. Spectral Comb

The sinusoidal components � � �
�
� �!���� are first computed by

peak picking. The comb function is then used to evaluate all
pitch values in a specified range � � � ��� � �	��
 ���� , and at a speci-
fied resolution, over all frames. Only harmonics below a certain
frequency ����
 �� are considered. Also, define the scaled Gaus-
sian comb function

$ � � � � ��� � ������� ������ �� � (3)

The search builds up a matrix  with the entries � 
"! � calcu-
lated as follows:

1. For the pitch value at this iteration � 
 evaluate all the
sinusoidal components in this frame:

# 
"! � �
$�� ���

%'&)( *�&�
% ( � %'+ ,.- � �

� $ � � �� � � 
 ��� � (4)

The multiplication with the amplitude of the sinusoid in
tends to help diminish the scores that result at double
the pitch frequency. The standard deviation term � is
set according to the resolution of pitch frames scanned,
typically 5-10Hz.

2. Define the count / 
 as the number of components
“found” to be harmonics. For a component to be consid-
ered a harmonic in this context, it has to evaluate above
a threshold on the spectral comb.

3. Let / � be the total number of Gaussians evaluated in
Equation 5, ie. the total number of harmonics of � 
 be-
low ����
 �� .

4. The values of the matrix  that represents the final result
from spectral combing is� 
"! � � / 
/ � # 
"! � (5)

This scaling tends to drop the score for the component
picked up at half the actual pitch rate, as it will have
lower / 
 for the number of Gaussians in the comb / � .

A Viterbi search is then performed from left to right in  .
Transition probabilities are defined by a raised cosine, the width
of which is decided by a factor 0 multiplied by the frame shift.
The factor 0 helps to force a certain amount of smoothness on
the pitch contour. It also fills in parts of the contour that the
algorithm failed to give a very high score on. The result is that
even in mixed voiced/unvoiced sounds with very low harmonic
energy, the pitch value was still accurate. This becomes impor-
tant when one wants to avoid making a binary voiced/unvoiced
decision.

Although not yet tested thoroughly, the method gives the
correct pitch, to within analysis tolerance, on every utterance it
was applied to.

4. Elements of a Sinusoidal Coder in the
AST Context

The HNM methodology was chosen as a basis for our further
work. It provides desireably simple, and the quality claimed
in much of the literature will serve our purpose. In Xhosa
and other South-African languages, pitch is often found to vary
more than one octave, and this is exactly where sinusoidal mod-
els begin to excel noticeable over TD-PSOLA. Also, in the con-
text of concatenative synthesis, the importance of phase con-
tinuity is paramount. PSOLA cannot guarantee this, while in
HNM it is handle explicitly.

Several methods exist to separate the stochastic and har-
monic components in a signal and modify the stochastic part
[14]. These may be well employed in the HNM model in order
to better separate the two. The assumption that the noise and
harmonics don’t occupy the overlapping frequncy bands often
does not hold.

5. Conclusions
This discussion covered the most prominent sinusoidal methods
used in concatenative speech synthesis. It was decided to use
HNM as a base for further work to build a sinusoidal coder and
modification algorithms.
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